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Otoño Porteño  (Autumn)

Astor Piazzolla (1921-1992)

This arrangement was commissioned by the Augustine Foundation.
Transcribed by Sergio Assad.

Published by permission of Editorial Lagos S.R.L. Buenos Aires
Molto rit.

ad libitum

Lento

1/2CII

Molto espressivo

rit.

CIII

Tempo primo subito

Molto rit.

34 / Guitar Review
Invierno Porteño

Astor Piazzolla (1921-1992)

This arrangement was commissioned by the Augustine Foundation.
Transcribed by Sergio Assad

Published by permission of Editorial Lagos S.R.L. Buenos Aires
Tempo primo

sempre stesso tempo

rall. poco a poco

Tempo primo - deciso

più intenso
Primavera Porteña (Spring)  

Astor Piazzolla (1921–1992)

This arrangement was commissioned by the Augustine Foundation. Transcribed by Sergio Assad